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Technology Roadmap
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The product will be a living document to inform coordination of STMD, HEOMD and PSD/SMD 
investments of SBAG relevant technology needs.

 SBAG roadmap will include high-priority technology needs that support any/all SBAG goals.
- Science, Exploration and Planetary Defense

 SBAG will provide a recommendation for prioritization of subsystem technologies.

Recommendations are limited to spacecraft systems and subsystems, instrument capabilities 
and sample collection, verification, encapsulation, and return technologies.

- No specific science instrument advocacy
- No facilities, curation processes, or simulant development



Traceability
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Leveraging previously NASA funded Technology Prioritization Calculator based on the 
“Strategic Prioritization and Planning (SP2)” methodology through the Aerospace Systems 
Design Laboratory (ASDL)

- Allows direct decomposition of high level goals to specific technology gaps
- Allows for abstraction and multiple levels where direct relationships are not clear

- Methodology is based on an extended QFD



Mission Pull Focus - Limitations
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The SP2 method was chosen to help address several limitations of technology prioritization.

 Whenever possible, a Design Reference Mission (DRM) was the basis for technology assessment; 
leveraging significant investments by NASA for baseline mission concepts
 It is recognized that technology push has potential for disruptive advancements. 
 A deficiency in this approach is that the mission concept studies provide viable paths to achieve 

the SBAG goals and objectives, but may limit the identification of technologies offering innovative 
approaches to achieve the same objectives.  

 This approach typically limits itself to higher Technology Readiness Level (TRL) concepts and 
instruments for near-term infusion towards the achievement of new science, planetary defense 
and human exploration.

 Just as the SBAG area of interest is broad and diverse, so is the technology set that can be used to meet 
its overarching goals and objectives.   
 One of the difficulties in prioritization of technologies is the disparate applications and path for 

infusion.  
 Prioritization is further complicated if missions and mission approaches are unknown and selected 

through a competitive process.  
 It is outside the scope of the SBAG to prioritize between science, human exploration or planetary 

defense.



Design Reference Missions – Science Subset

A large number of Small Body Design Reference Missions have been established over the 
past decade:

 Large Class – Relatively small flagship missions
 Cryogenic Nucleus Sample Return Technology Study (APL)*

 Medium class – New Frontiers
 Comet Surface Sample Return (APL / GRC)*
 Phobos and Deimos Sample Return (Ames / GRC)*
 Main Belt Asteroid Sample Return*

 Easy MB Asteroid (APL/JPL/GRC)
 Ceres sample return (APL/JPL/GRC)

 Trojan Orbiter / Tour (APL / GRC)*
 Chiron Orbiter (GSFC / GRC)*
 Centaur / TNO REP Rendezvous (GRC)
 Trojan Lander (APL / GRC)
 Kuiper Belt Object Orbiter (JPL / GRC)*

 Small Class – Discovery
 Mega-multi-flyby (GRC/JPL)
 Multi-body Multi-Rendezvous (Ames/GRC)*
 Comet Rendezvous (JPL / MSFC)
 Comet Hopper (GSFC)
 NEA Sample Return (JPL / MSFC)

+NEA Trajectory Opportunity's – (JPL)*
 Low Cost Discovery – Sub $150M full cost objective

 NEA Orbiter (APL/GRC)*
 CubeSat – No formal DRMs completed

 NEA Scout (JPL / MSFC)
 Interplanetary Iodine Satellite (MSFC)

*Full formal DRM Reports 
available for reference.



Traceability from science goals to specific technology/instrument gaps.

Methodology
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SBAG decomposition is from the three top-level areas of focus down to specific technologies



More than 400 applicable technologies assessed.

Data Input
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Preliminary Instrument Gap Analysis
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24 Preliminary Instrument Technology Gaps for Science Identified



Calculator provides insights of indirect abstraction difficult through pure SME 
input and sensitivities to inputs.

Outputs
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Pareto Plots and Rankings for impact 
potential vs. broad applicability

Sensitivity to Goal WeightingsSensitivity to Mission Class



Recommendations / Findings
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TA-1: Launch Propulsion Systems

No SBAG unique applicable Technologies

TA-2: In-Space Propulsion Technologies

- Several SBAG missions enhanced or enabled by electric propulsion
- Wide range of options already available

- The ARM mission and crewed mission architectures for small bodies include use of high power Hall 
thrusters; HERMES

- Only new required propulsion system for planned mission
- SmallSat propulsion systems: iodine electrostatic, solar sail, and electrospray options 
- Green propulsion for potential enhancement (cost and performance) and broad applicability



Recommendations / Findings
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TA-3: Space Power and Energy Storage

- >> 100 W/kg for modest power levels (~7.5kW per wing)
- Continued maturation of higher power arrays (e.g. Megaflex or ROSA)
- Improved battery technology; enabling for cryogenic nucleus sample return

- > 600 W-hr/kg and > 1.4 W-day / D-cell
- Nuclear power source < 1kW approaching 8W/kg

- DSMCE identified SBAG missions enabled by capability

TA-4: Robotics and Autonomous Systems

- Autonomous rendezvous and docking, proximity operations
- Autonomous surface manipulators, robotic sample collection, characterization and processing
- Small body systems for anchoring, microspine gripper, vacuum rated low power drilling systems, 

down-hole sensors, health monitoring, autonomous operation, thermal challenges, preventing the loss 
of volatiles, and multi-string systems for various depths and material properties

- Deep icy body sample collection technologies



Recommendations / Findings
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TA-5: Communications, Navigation, and Orbital Debris

- Optical communication
- S-Band is already overwhelmed
- Data needs are increasing by an order of magnitude every 15 years
- Crewed missions anticipate video stream

- Position, navigation and timing (PNT) focus area technologies
- Ultra Stable Oscillators
- Higher performance star trackers

TA-6: Human Health, Life Support and Habitation Systems

- Large gap for long duration life support systems
- Crewed missions to asteroids
- Crewed missions to moons of Mars



Recommendations / Findings
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TA-7: Human Exploration Destination Systems

- OCT DRM 6, the crewed mission to a Near Earth Asteroid, adds the need for more autonomous crew 
and ground support systems for execution of procedures with limited ground interaction

- OCT DRM 8 for the crewed mission to the moons of Mars requires systems to grow food, cleaning 
systems, active sterilization, etc. 

TA-8: Science Instruments, Observatories and Sensor Systems

- This technology area is covered in the more detailed instrument prioritization section.

TA-9: Entry Descent and Landing Systems

- Sample Return Earth Entry Vehicle
- Cryogenic sample preservation and rapid recovery



Recommendations / Findings
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TA-10: Nanotechnology

- Captured in application
a) engineered materials and structures
b) power generation, energy storage and power distribution
c) propulsion and propellants, and 
d) sensors, electronics, and devices

TA-11: Modeling, Simulation, Information Technology and Processing

- Trajectory design and optimization / astrodynamics research
- Small body system dynamics and mission design for complex gravity fields
- Planetary defense analyses and response planning modeling and simulation
- Radiation hardened general purpose flight processor, high capacity memory, high performance flight 

computer data processing, etc. for a wide range of future missions

TA-12: Materials, Structures, Mechanical Systems and Manufacturing

- Captured in application
- Increase performance and reduce cost

Image from: Boslough, M., Jennings, B., Carvey, B., and Fogleman, “FEMA Asteroid Impact 
Tabletop Exercise Simulations,” 13th Hypervelocity Impact Symposium, 2015.



Recommendations / Findings
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TA-13: Ground and Launch Systems

- The goals of the technologies in this TA include reducing operations and maintenance costs by 50% 
while reducing ground mishaps by 50%.  

- Investments in this area are beneficial to all space based missions, but none are unique to small body 
missions.

TA-14: Thermal Management Systems

- Phase change materials and efficient crycoolers may be enabling for the CNSR mission.  
- Entry vehicle thermal protection systems for the MMEEV should be sufficient for future small body 

mission needs, but high AU comet sample return could have higher entry velocities than returns 
from the moon or Mars

TA-15: Aeronautics

- Not applicable (Air based observatory technologies not identified as unique to SBAG)
- Detectors / instruments for air based observatories captured under instrumentation



Key Instruments
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Dust Analyzer
Preserve cosmic dust samples at less than 300m/s for compositional analyses

Small Body Lander System
There is a need for low-cost, even short duration, access to surface of small bodies for in-situ operations.  
The specific objectives would be a 10kg payload capacity and >8 hours of surface operations for <$10M 
applicable to future small body missions.  The state of the art would be MASCOT and Philae.

Seismometer
Initially an assessment is recommended for the design optimization of a small body seismometer.  The 
assessment should include the optimum frequency and resolution comparison to radar technology 
capability.  The desired capability is to measure mean dielectric properties, detect large scale structures 
and discern the interior of small bodies with better than 20m resolution.  The state of the art is 
CONSERT.

Heterodyne Radiometer
There is need for a lower cost, mass and power submillimeter heterodyne radiometer.  Existing systems 
can achieve 100 khz spectral resolution with 20kg and 43 watts of power, but viable paths exist to reduce 
the resources required by half to only 10kg and 20 watts of power while maintaining 100 khz spectral 
resolution.

MASCOT –
Courtesy DLR

Philae –
Courtesy ESA



Key Instruments
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Laser Proximity Sensor
Desire for smaller, lower cost, lower power landing proximity sensors.
The state of the art would be OSIRIS-Rex proximity operations senstors and radars for MSL with 30W, 
30kg and $20M solutions, but increasing environmental capabilities or increasing range of 25W, 10kg 
and $10M solutions could enable infusion on lower cost missions.

Sample Acquisition Technology
There is still a wide range of sample return technologies with insufficient maturity for low-risk 
implementation.  Technology development is needed for surface manipulation, drilling or coring 
technologies, in-situ sample handling, hermetically sealing sample systems, systems to preserve 
stratigraphy, and environmental control of samples.

Radar Technologies
Recommendations include a flexible radar, improved radar data processing software, and ground 
penetrating radar for landers and small body rovers.  

- The flexible radar systems: multiband solutions for penetration depths between meter to kilometers 
with resolutions from 10s of centimeters to meters.  The SOA would include SHARAD or MARSIS, but 
few systems have high TRL at wavelengths >50cm and have a single bandpass.  

- Radar analyses tools: SOA radar analysis options such as Seisware have limitations and the ability to 
perform tomography with mixed material types, including the extraction of dielectric properties for 
irregular objects is desired. 

- Ground penetrating radar: Subsurface profiling at depths of 100s of meters with 10s of centimeters 
resolution



Small Sat Technologies
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 SmallSat (ESPA Class or below) and CubeSat missions have unique requirements
 May sacrifice performance for cost, mass, volume, power limitations
 Community is demonstrating relevant communication, power, propulsion, etc. systems 

for future small body missions.  
 Human exploration, science and potentially planetary defense objectives can benefit 

from CubeSats such as NEA Scout to flyby a small asteroid.  
 Example: a CubeSat under development for a low-cost method to characterize 

accretion in low-Earth orbit.  
 Limited dedicated investments have been made to mature instruments

 Limited design reference missions to tie progress of goals / objectives to focused gaps
 A SmallSat (ESPA Class) DRM completed highlighted the potential to approach 

Discovery class science with significant cost reduction.  
 Recommended that additional mission studies be completed to better understand the 

capability of cost enabled low cost missions to meet SBAG objectives
 Generate the appropriate mission pull for specific instrument prioritization of: 

SmallSat instruments. Cameras, spectrometers, miniaturized avionics, 
advanced packaging technologies, etc. 



Results
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Sensitivities
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Increased “Science” 
goals weighting

Top 10-20 technologies remain the same regardless of weightings of 
goals / objectives.



Sensitivities
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Smaller Mission Class Weighting Larger Mission Class Weighting

Mission class impacts technologies below top 15 significantly



Impact vs. Applicability
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No enabling / broadly applicable technologies identified
- Critical technologies for specific missions

- Only enhancing technologies for wide applicability



Priority Instruments
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Summary
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The product will be a living document to inform coordination of STMD, HEOMD and PSD/SMD 
investments of SBAG relevant technology needs.

 A method has been developed for a traceable prioritization of general technologies and instruments to meet the “Goals 
and Objectives for the Exploration and Investigation of the Solar System’s Small Bodies.”  
 The technologies that are both critically enabling and broadly applicable are already available to the community.
 Remaining investments are generally either enabling for specific mission implementations or only enhancing for 

broadly applicable technologies.
 Outside of the top 10 technologies, prioritization becomes more dependent on the mission class and/or goal 

weighting of science, human exploration or planetary defense. 
 The priority technology recommendations for general systems include optical communication systems, high 

performance solar arrays for moderate power, improved guidance, navigation and control systems, higher 
performance batteries, low power and low power iodine electric propulsion, proximity operations and pinpoint 
landing technologies and completion of the high power Hall thrusters.

 For instrument technologies, again the SBAG community is fortunate in that a suite of instruments already exists for a 
wide range of future small body missions.  
 Most of the recommendations for technologies are either high value instruments for specific missions or 

enhancing investments for incremental improvements in performance or reduction in resource requirements 
(mass, volume, power and cost).  

 The priority technology recommendations for instruments include survey detectors, landing proximity sensors, a 
long-wave infrared camera identified for human exploration mission needs, cosmic dust acquisition, orbital radar, 
deep drilling, lander payload, imbedded instruments, small satellite instrument and seismometer instrument 
technologies.



Contacts
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If you are interested in supporting the SBAG technology roadmap activity, please contact:

General Roadmap, Small Spacecraft, Mission Design
john.dankanich@nasa.gov

Instruments
michael.j.amato@nasa.gov

SmallSat Instruments
julie.c.castillo@jpl.nasa.gov

Documents to all be posted for community feedback / participation:
http://www.lpi.usra.edu/sbag/goals/

mailto:john.dankanich@nasa.gov
mailto:michael.j.amato@nasa.gov
mailto:john.dankanich@nasa.gov
http://www.lpi.usra.edu/sbag/goals
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